Hunt the Saxons 2005
Test Pit report for Test Pit 22 at 75, West Street, Faversham, Kent
Grid Reference TR 0161 601240 161480
1 Introduction
75 West Street is a mid 15th century timber framed house with a tiled roof, formerly part of
the Castle Inn. It has retained its jetty.1 The house is two storied at the front but has an
additional lower storey at the back which occupies about half of the lower ground floor area.
75 West Street is a very interesting house, worth further study, and is the oldest actual
property in whose garden a Test Pit was dug in the 2005 season.
2. Location of pit
Fig 1: Location using
the 1865 OS map
The narrowness of the garden limited choice of Test Pit (TP)
location. The spot chosen was as far from the house and former
buildings as possible (Fig 1). The difference in height of this plot
compared with Number 74 to the west was striking, 75’s garden
surface being at least half a metre higher up than the one next door.
3. The procedures
A one metre square was pegged out using the planning square and
the area delineated marked with string. The position of the square
was recorded by measuring to mapped corners of the house. Turf
was removed carefully from the square, rolled and set aside in
plastic bags. The pit was then excavated in 30 cm spits (layers),
each spit being trowelled out in 5 cm layers. All excavated soil was
sieved meticulously, and the spoil heap scanned using a metal
detector. Finds were set aside for each spit, with special finds being
given three dimensional coordinates to pinpoint the exact find spot.
Finally, the spoil was put back in, tamped down, watered and the
turf replaced.

4. The findings
The topmost two spits in this pit (down to 60cm) were packed with ash, cinders, large
quantities of red and yellow brick, red tile, mortar and plaster and enormous quantities of iron
artefacts, set in a grey loam topsoil matrix. The iron was mainly nails of every size, but with
many other domestic type fittings such as window latches, handles and brackets. In Spit 2,
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three horseshoe fragments were found. This material continued down into Spit 3 in the SW
corner and by this stage included iron sheets, strips, wire and rods. Some of these were
embedded in the baulk, meaning that great care had to be taken in excavation for safety
reasons.

Fig 2: TP22 to the maximum depth, photo taken with back to the house.
Beneath this jumbled layer, the matrix became more clay-like, yellow-brown in colour with
flecks of charcoal and large pieces of shell. Along the eastern side of the pit, a brick feature
(path?) emerged at 65 cm down. Most of it was in the baulk, with only a single brick width
exposed. This feature was not removed, but left in place for the rest of the excavation. The
clay continued down to the bottom of spit 4.

TP22 had an abundance of clay pipes, with 23 whole or part bowls and many stem fragments.
Associated with the brick feature was an 18th century pipe and, even more usefully, a token
with the initials ‘AB HIA’ and the date 1740 on one side (SF42) All three of the pipe bowls
found in Spit 4 (CP 99, 106 and 137) were early, probably 17th century. On the floor of Spit
4, i.e. 120cm down, a Nuremburg jetton was found (SF46), bearing the legend ‘Hans
Krauwinkel’ on the obverse, enabling a dating to 1580-1610.2

A great deal of pottery was found in TP22. In spits 1 and 2, this occurred as a multitude of
small sherds, mostly 19th century and showing a great range of styles. Further down beneath
the iron-laden layer, the pottery sherds were much more substantial and included an
abundance of 16th century red ware with brown glaze. A large part of a 16th century chafing
dish, found in Spit 4, was particularly impressive. Finally at the lowest levels were a number
of medieval sherds, mostly Tyler Hill local ware but with three earlier shelly ware sherds (c
1200) and a piece of Surrey whiteware (c 1400).

Fig 3:
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Fig 4: Left, 16th century chafing dish; right, 13th century shelly ware

5. Interpretation
This was by far the most finds-rich pit dug in the 2005 season, producing more pottery and
tokens/coins than any other pit, to say nothing of the iron finds. The upper two spits were
dominated by material coming perhaps from the demolition of the buildings to the north in
around 1960 (see Fig 1), but the overall abundance of pottery and pipes is perhaps related to
the previous hospitality function of 75 West St. In terms of types and quantities of artefacts,
the most similar 2005 pit was TP8, in the garden of the 15th century Bull Inn.
How far back does the history of use as an inn go for 75, West Street? Once again, the
archaeological finds need to be looked at in conjunction with a careful study of documentary
evidence such as title deeds. There was no evidence of a water-silt layer with subsequent
levelling up, as is suggested by Allen et al in their Gasworks evaluation3, which in turn
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suggests that the location of TP22 stood above the flood plain level in the 18th century. The
finding of a small quantity of 13th century pottery is an interesting pointer here.

6. Final comments
This was a difficult pit to dig. The metal debris meant that the excavators had to be most
ingenious and wary in getting at the lower levels. It was however, very worthwhile and took
us further in understanding the age-old relationship between West Street and the Creek
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Small Finds Details
SF41:

Co-op Eight Penny Token. 8D Faversham Co-op Society token. Smooth edge. Some corrosion.

SF42:

Eighteenth Century Token. 1740 token. Lettering and pattern on one side. Double-headed (?) Eagle
holding rod (?) on other (Hapsburg?). Smooth but damaged edge.

SF44:

Copper Alloy Coin (unidentifiable). Slightly asymmetric shape with small nick out of one edge.
Almost indecipherable - hints at lettering on obverse, foliage on reverse.

SF45:

Copper Alloy rolled metal item. Metal rod with slit down from end to end, tapering. Rolled into rod
from flat strip. Very light corrosion / green patina.

SF46:

Jetton. Obverse shows 'orb surmounted by cross with a double tressure of 3 arches' (Fletcher

2003:24). Letters round edge not clearly legible, but as far as can be seen, the lettering for 'Hans
Krauwinkel' which dates this to 1580 - 1610. Other side indecipherable - hint at letters but central
design unreadable.
SF47:

Glass Fragment. Curved glass with dents & overlaid (?) ribs, irregular in shape and width.
Transparent with bloom.

SF48:

Brooch / Button. Disc with pattern on one side. Corroded lump on back may be brooch fastening or
button shank. Pattern central circle with 8 flowers or leaves, stylised. Back: heavily corroded.

SF49:

2 Copper Alloy Sheets. Largest piece - semi-circular Copper Alloy sheet, bent along long axis.
Circular marks around circumference, which seems to correspond to ferrous rust bumps on the other
side. Second largest piece: straight edged along one side, curves around corner. Circular marks
around perimeter - reverse obscured by accretions. 2 very small sheet fragments. Rolled strip has
hole along 1 long edge.

SF53:

Lead Spike. Blunt-pointed spike with hooked-over top. Metal appears twisted within the spike. This
could be a lead infill of something rather than an object in its own right.

SF70:

Pipe Bowl. Near complete bowl with attachment to entry pipe present. Decorated on outside with
raised pellets, and horizontal wavy line near rim. Traces of rust at the bottom of the bowl and in
entry pipe. Bowl distorted into oval by pressure. Unlikely as actual pipe bowl - part of ornament?
Post-med

SF71:

Toy Soldier. Part of a hollow cast toy horse with legs of soldier and sword present. Three legs of
horse remain. Early-mid 20th cent.

SF72:

Furniture Fitting(?). Fragment of semi-circular pewter with internal bar and attachment hole. Foliage
decoration on the outside. Function uncertain - furniture decoration? Post med - 19th cent?

